Supplementary resources for extra maths skills practice

Make learning maths interesting, challenging and enjoyable with a range of engaging primary maths resources from BEAM.

- Focused resources to develop problem solving, reasoning and fluency, ideal for the National Curriculum
- Proven research-based resources developed by expert authors, including Peter Clarke

Find free support online, including:
Mastery assessment resources written with the NCETM & Maths Hubs

Join Oxford Owl for free to find out more
www.oxfordowl.co.uk
**BEAM**

**Look Inside**

*BEAM* provides a range of resources perfect for additional practice on the key aims of the National Curriculum.

- **We Can Do It!** encourages children to learn how to use and apply maths to solve problems. Includes problem solving challenges for paired, group and whole-class work.

- **Can Do Problem-solving** provides a bank of problems for consolidation, ideal for homework or independent work.

- **Number Fluency** provides quick and easy lesson starters, plenaries and homework to help children’s fluency in the number systems and mental calculations.

- **Talk It, Solve It** encourages strategic thinking, featuring collaborative activities that require children to talk about problems as they solve them.

- **Maths Out Loud** provides speaking and listening activities, encouraging children to explain and justify their thinking. Key assessment points ensure progression.
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Maths Dictionaries

Look inside

Enrich your children’s maths knowledge with our best-selling dictionaries.

Oxford First Illustrated Maths Dictionary

- 300 first maths words explained simply, clearly, and in alphabetical order
- Special topics extend maths vocabulary further from numbers and time to first maths equipment
- Free online support with downloadable games, puzzles, and activities

Oxford Primary Illustrated Maths Dictionary

- Specially designed to support the maths curriculum requirements at primary school
- Comprehensive coverage of carefully-levelled maths terminology, containing over 500 words with clear definitions and colourful illustrations
- Extra help given in a special section on mathematical symbols, tables, and formulae

Full-colour fun illustrations for each word

Comprehensive coverage of maths curriculum words to build understanding at home and in the classroom

Clear definitions in alphabetical order, colour illustrations and diagrams, and a full index

Order Hotline: +44(0)1536 452610
Also Available from Oxford Primary

Modern Foreign Languages

- Rigolo makes learning French fun, with a blend of multimedia resources and teacher materials to captivate your class
  - Delivers all the requirements of the National Curriculum
  - Includes Virtual Teacher support, perfect for non-specialists
  - Take your children from beginner level to Secondary-ready with our range of Bilingual Dictionaries
    - Available for ages from 5 to 11, from our First Words series to First Learner’s Dictionaries
    - Coverage of a multitude of languages, including French, Spanish, German, Polish, Chinese and Arabic

Computing

- Oxford International Primary Computing equips children with the skills they need for the digital world
  - A project-based approach to computing with Teacher’s Guides and downloadable project materials
  - Matched to the National Curriculum for computing studies, available for Years 1 to 6 (P2 to P7)

Geography

- Oxford International Primary Geography inspires children to discover the world around them, covering key aspects of both human and physical geography
  - Provides a structured six year primary geography syllabus, fully supported by lesson-by-lesson plans in the Teacher’s Guide, ideal for non-specialist teachers
  - Supported by Student Books and Workbooks, including suggested research topics and cross-curricular projects

Atlases

- Our best-selling Atlases support your geography curriculum
  - Our atlases keep pace with your children – there’s one for every key age group
  - Easy to read, understand and enjoy – our atlases are extensively researched with teacher to provide the maps and information children really need

Head to www.oxfordprimary.co.uk to find out more
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How To Teach Even Better: An Evidence-Based Approach

In this new book, Geoff Petty explores what evidence-informed teaching is and, crucially, explains how teachers can put the concept into practice. Clearly presented and easy to read, this book offers practical guidance and support, helping to bridge the gap between the growing advocacy for evidence-informed practice and the needs of classroom teachers.

Paperback ● 216 x 138mm ● 240pp ● 978 019 841410 0 ● £15.99
(NEW – available 2018)

Evidence-Based Teaching
2nd Edition

The perfect follow-on to Teaching Today, the second edition of this best-selling teacher text provides a coherent, evidence-based view of teaching and learning, presenting over 50 top teaching methods known to greatly improve student achievement.

Paperback ● 240 x 171mm ● 384pp ● 978 140 850452 9 ● £37.50

For trainee and new teachers >>>

Teaching Today 5th Edition

Paperback ● 297 x 210mm ● 624pp ● 978 140 852314 8 ● £36.00

Essential Teaching Skills
4th Edition

In this classic introduction to professional and pedagogic skills, Chris Kyriacou provides expert guidance on the nitty-gritty of teaching. Ideal for trainees and experienced teachers wishing to explore their own practice, as well as teacher mentors helping others to develop their teaching skills.

Paperback ● 210 x 148mm ● 288pp ● 978 140 852315 5 ● £24.99

For more information visit: www.oxfordprimary.co.uk/teaching